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Asda Extra Special 6 Mozzarella & Smoked 

Tomato Pork Sausages 

£2.25 for 400g

CMR Ref: 190706

Aldi Specially Selected Tortilla Chips - Spicy 

Siracha 

£0.85 for 160g

CMR Ref: 190962

Tesco Finest Chicken Breast with Stuffing 

£2.00 for 125g

CMR Ref: 190720

Proper Chips Sea Salt Lentil Chips

£1.00 for 85g

CMR Ref: 190719

Iceland 2 Spicy Nacho Bean Burgers

£1.50 for 280g

CMR Ref: 190627

Warburtons Batch Baked Wholemeal & 

Oat Rolls

£1.10 for 4 pack

CMR Ref: 190730

M&S Cranberry Sauce

£1.30 for 310g

CMR Ref: 190958

Marks and Spencer Peach & Passion Fruit 

Jaffa Cakes 

£1.50 for 150g

CMR Ref: 190732

Aldi Specially Selected 2 Peshwari Chicken 

Parcels

£1.99 for 400g

CMR Ref: 190801

Fever Tree Light Gin and Tonic

£2.75 for 275ml

CMR Ref: 190731
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A new and exciting flavour combination that really worked. 

The "succulent and juicy sausage"  had a well balanced "spicy 

kick and tangy tomato"  with a hint of smoke.

Great quality for 85p. Very spicy with a fresh, crunchy texture. 

A versatile sliced meat. The "tender, lean, moist" chicken was 

complemented by really "flavoursome" stuffing. 

A healthy, affordable alternative to standard crisps. These 

lightly seasoned Lentil Chips were particularly "crunchy".

A very popular concept offering a tasty combination of cheese 

and beans with a "crusty nacho crust".   A great value meat 

alternative.
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Rated highly for Taste, this Sauce was "very fruity" with good 

sized cranberries. Worth its premium for special occasions.

The Peach & Passion fruit combination resulted in a 

particularly "fruity" cake - a tangy alternative to the 

traditional orange flavouring. 
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• Retailers dominated this Quarter with 70% of lines in the top 10. M&S and Aldi both contributed two products to the leaderboard.

• Asda topped the table with its perfect rating for Mozzarella and Smoked Tomato Sausages. They were great value with top quality meat and a well balanced taste.

• This Quarter was all about savoury tastes and healthier choices . Even the two sweet products from M&S were fruity in flavour.  OK, perhaps not the G&T.

• Of the three savoury brands represented, Proper Chips demonstrated that healthy snacks don't have to compromise on taste, while Warburtons continue do what they do 

best with their very soft and tasty Wholemeal & Oat Rolls. 

• One drink edged onto the leaderboard shining a light into what is becoming a rapidly expanding category. This RTD had the undoubtable benefit of its upmarket Fever Tree 

branding in a sector where tradtional gin sales have started to plateau.

Headline news - Are we losing our sweet tooth?

Strong pre-trial interest in this Light Gin and Tonic from 

upmarket Fever Tree. Convenient and "easy to drink " with a 

good balance of gin to mixer. 
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An innovative spicy pie from Aldi at a price that encouraged 

trial.  The "flaky" pastry and "gorgeous taste" helped the 

product attract 4 or five star reviews amongst 70% of testers. 

A healthier variant from brand leader Warburton's, these 

Batch Baked Rolls were "soft" and fresh tasting and the use of 

wholemeal wheat and oats clearly enhanced the Taste.
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